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Fly fishermen are always tying new flies, refining the tricks they play on trout and other piscean 

species. Likewise, phisher-men in the digital waters constantly try new ways to get you to bite 

on their hook, which is baited with malware. Recently, researchers at Kaspersky Lab reported a 

fancy new “fly” involving Facebook’s Messenger, the bigger, better messaging app that 

Facebook is pushing to replace that awful, tiny, temperamental chat box. Read on to see how 

Messenger has been used to deceive users into clicking links that lead to loss... 

 

How Does the Messenger Scam Work? 

Before we begin, let me underscore that Facebook Messenger is not malware (at least not in the 

commonly-accepted definition of the word). It's a tool that clever hackers have found a way to 

exploit for evil. The same thing can be said of your favorite messaging app, email program, web 

browser, or word processor. But today, we're focusing on a nasty trick played on Messenger 

users. Here's what you need to know: 

https://askbobrankin.com/facebook/
https://askbobrankin.com/security/


First, you receive a Messenger message from a Facebook friend. You “know” it’s your friend by 

his profile picture in the message, right? Wrong. That’s an image that anyone can download and 

use for any purpose, including nefarious ones. 

Lulled by your friend’s face, you obligingly click on the link right underneath the message, 

which is short and to the point: “ Video.” What happens next depends on what browser you are 

using. 

 

Click on that “video” link while using Chrome and you will be whisked away to Google Drive. 

There you will see something like a YouTube video page complete with a control panel, a “Play” 

button, and in the background the comforting photo of your pal. What could go wrong? 

First, no YouTube page will ever ask your permission to install a browser extension, as this fake 

does. If you fall for that trick by agreeing to the “extension’s” installation you are, in fact as well 

as effect, telling Windows’ security to “go ahead and run this unknown program from an 

unknown source.” What happens next? 

The unleashed malware instantly sends Messenger messages to all of your friends; they are 

exactly the same as the phish that you received only with your profile photo instead of your 

friend’s. The vicious cycle of infection and re-infection continues. 

Users of other browsers are told they need to update Adobe Flash Player instead of a browser 

extension. That malware turns out to be adware designed to generate profits for the hackers. But 

that’s not all the damage this one little “video” link does! 

A Bit of Background Geekery 

For Chrome users, the fake extension begins to monitor all of the sites they visit. When a victim 

visits Facebook and logs in, the extension steals those credentials and Facebook’s “access token” 

that gives apps temporary access to Facebook’s API (Application Programming Interface). These 

precious bits of data are sent back to the hackers. Let’s see how they are used. 

The stolen user credentials get the malware logged into Facebook, perhaps as you! The malware 

then uses the access token to send Javascript commands to Facebook’s back-end via the API. But 

the malware is also impersonating one of several mainstream Facebook apps that still use the 



obsolete Facebook Query Language (FQL) to search for, compile into SQL databases, and 

download all sorts of data about Facebook users. 

Have you ever seen a warning that an app wants permission to “access your contacts?” That’s 

what this malware is after with its FQL queries. It then quickly chooses 50 of your contacts at 

random from among those presently online, and sends that one-word bait, “video,” plus the link 

that starts the unholy chain of events all over again. 

Eternal Vigilance, Blah, Blah, Blah 

Several teams of security researchers from all over the world joined together to stop this threat. 

But another like it will arise - many others, now that the modus operandi has been published. The 

next one may use bait more sophisticated than the word “video…” which, unless you have very 

taciturn friends, is a telltale sign that something is amiss.  

The moral: Be careful on Messenger, in your email inbox, and any other place where you are 

tempted to click a link before engaging your brain. No anti-virus software can protect from all 

known threats, especially the rapidly-evolving types of malware more common today. As I've 

said before, a simple phone call (or text message) to the alleged sender of a questionable link can 

confirm if it's bogus or benign. 

Your thoughts on this topic are welcome. Post your comment or question to “askbobrankin.com” 

 

 

.Now something for the Digital photographers! 

. A Digital Darkroom. Like Lightroom. But Free. 

 

Submitted by rob.schifreen | Last update on 25th February, 2018 - 10:27pm 

             
  

 

https://www.techsupportalert.com/users/robschifreen


You're no doubt familiar with photo and image editors such as Microsoft Paint, Paint.Net, 

PhotoShop and others. A few years ago, Adobe launched LightRoom, which is not just a photo 

editor but more of a digital darkroom. It keeps all your image files in its database, and lets you 

edit them such as adding effects or changing the colour balance. 

But unlike a photo editor app, LightRoom is non-destructive. When you make an edit to an 

image, you can see the edits straight away but, unless you explicitly do so, the original image file 

doesn't get changed. Instead, the database stores details of the changes that you made, so you can 

view or change or re-apply them any time in the future. 

While LightRoom is a great program, it's also expensive. And as you know, we don't write about 

expensive software on this site. In fact, we don't even write about cheap software. And I've 

managed to find a digital darkroom program which is freeware (although a donation is requested, 

it's not mandatory). 

The program is called DarkTable and you'll find it at https://www.darktable.org/install/#windows 

  

. The download is around 62 MB and it runs just fine under Windows 10. The file is malware-

free according to VirusTotal, and the download site is rated as reputable by Web of Trust. 

I think it's really good. Try it for yourself and see what you think. 

 

Do you remember the BORK in Star Trek? Could this be them in 

plain clothes? 

Et tu, Intel? Vaunt Smartglasses Better 

Than Google Glass? 

Category: Gadgets From “askbobrankin.com”. 

 

 

At 4:30am, I don’t normally jerk straight up at my desk and blurt, “Whoa!” at news of yet 

another tech gizmo that’s “coming later this year.” But that’s what I did when I watched the 

video demo of Intel’s prototype Vaunt smartglasses. I truly believe you will too! Here's the 

scoop on this new gadget that has me all googly-eyed… 

 

What is Intel Vaunt? 

Everyone who follows tech knows the tragi-comedy that was Google Glass, the search king’s 

first stab at smartglasses five years ago. A “pair of Glass” cost $1200 retail and -- Wait, what? 

There’s one pair left for sale at $1,245.75 with free shipping… at Walmart?!  

https://www.darktable.org/install/#windows
https://www.darktable.org/install/#windows
https://www.darktable.org/install/#windows
https://askbobrankin.com/gadgets/
https://goo.gl/LEqQXL


This has to be a joke! I’m not whipping out my credit card to learn the punchline, though, and 

I’m sure you know better, too. But that’s what Google Glass looked like: bulky, alien, creepy, 

and uncomfortable. 

The worst part of Google Glass was the eerie, menacingly red glowing LED that faced anyone 

who faced a Glass wearer (“Glassie,” or "Glasshole" as they came to be derisively called). That 

light informed its viewer that he or she was being video recorded! And the victim… er, subject… 

never knew what the awesome power of Google was doing with that footage. 

 

Was Glass “recognizing” my face? Was it matching my face to my driver’s license photo and 

displaying to the Glassie my home address? Was it searching mug shot databases for me; voter 

registration databases; real estate transactions? The “viewer” could never know.  

If the viewer wasn’t paying attention or was passing by across the street, he/she might not know 

his/her privacy was being invaded by the biggest invader of all, Google! Viewers might never 

know who was viewing them. And if they did, it was awkward and creepy. Who wants someone 

at the next table in a restaurant recording a video of them eating spaghetti? 

No wonder many bars banned Google Glass after several fights broke out. I am reminded of 

Eddie Murphy’s 1983 stand-up comedy performance, released to video under the title, 

“Delirious.” In one segment, the ever-outrageous Murphy faced an obnoxious guy with a camera 

and said indignantly, “Get that (bleep) away from me, man! If I want my (bleepin’) picture taken 

I’ll steal a car, muther(bleeper)!” 

Google Glass was withdrawn from sale at the start of 2015. The software development kit 

remains available, but no more of the physical product is being sold (unless that third-party 

Walmart seller above isn’t joking). Civilization heaved a huge sigh of relief. 

How is Vaunt Different from Glass? 

The video starts with a question: "What if smart glasses didn't make you look like a techno 

cyborg jerk?" And then it goes into a discussion of why you might want to wear them. By the 

end of this seven minute video, you'll have some food for thought. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bnfwClgheF0


It seems Intel has learned much from Google’s mistake. Instead of trying to answer the question, 

“What am I looking at?” Vaunt answers the question, “What else should I or can I look at while 

appearing to look at what’s in front of me?” The differences have enormous consequences in 

Vaunt’s social acceptability, design, and probably in its price (“to be determined). 

First, Vaunt is not threatening. It looks like a normal pair of eyeglasses; a bit thick and geeky, 

but this is a prototype of an awesome engineering feat. Intel is cramming circuitry into Vaunt 

and miniaturizing it to a degree unprecedented in consumer electronics. The result is nondescript, 

as smartglasses should be. 

Second, there is no camera or red “Sauron eye” in Vaunt! You can rest assured that a Vaunt 

wearer (street term to be determined) is not scanning you and invading your privacy. So there 

will be no reason for noses to be punched, groins to be kicked, or even an Eddie Murphy 

quotation. Whew! 

Vaunt communicates with the smartphone, tablet, or other mobile device that everyone carries 

these days. That device connects to your email server, your text message server, your Kindle e-

book library (I’m imagining examples here). All the notifications and information on your phone 

or other smart device is available to you without having to look at the device. 

Suppose you’re talking to an interesting person who you don’t want to insult by constantly 

glancing at your phone. No problem; when that important email you’re awaiting arrives, a 

notification appears only to you as a 3D projection on your Vaunt lenses. But you won’t see it 

and (be distracted by it) unless you wish to see it. 

The device uses a low-power laser to bounce images off the lens, and directly on to your retina. 

So even if you have poor vision, the text displayed by Vaunt will appear in perfect focus. This 

could be a game changer for people who have trouble reading street signs. And I'm guessing it 

would be fairly trivial for it to translate signs and other text from one language to another. 

Useful But Not Annoying 

Content is displayed below a Vaunt wearer’s normal, level-eyed field of vision. To view it, you 

just glance down slightly and there it is! Other eye gestures, so subtle that interesting person sees 

nothing amiss, let you communicate with Vaunt. A quick glance to the right might mean, 

“Display the email of which I was just notified.” Glance left and the email is dismissed. Nice! 

“You can ignore people more efficiently” with Vaunt, too, says an Intel exec in the video. While 

an uninteresting but important person is “in your face,” you can be reading poetry or looking for 

a new job!  

Other practical uses discussed in the video include having a recipe or your shopping list 

displayed in your field of view, or getting a quick Yelp review of a restaurant across the street. 



My hat is off to Intel for getting the smartglasses paradigm right! As of now, Intel isn't saying 

when Vaunt will be available for purchase, but later this year they will be giving software 

developers an opportunity to create new applications for the device. 

Of course, there are lots of social, ethical and privacy questions that are sure to arise, but this 

tech is coming, and we'll have to figure those things out. Your comments and questions are most 

welcome. 

 

Is this the day the music died? 

Windows XP and Vista Lose 

iTunes Store Access 

 
by John Lister on February, 27 2018 in”Infopackets.com”. 

Windows XP and Vista users won't be able to buy music or movies from Apple after May, 2018. That's 
because Apple is ditching support for the operating systems on iTunes, as they are no longer supported 
by Microsoft and do not receive patches for vulnerabilities. 

The move also affects the original Apple TV device, which has already lost hardware or support from the 
company. In both cases, Apple says it's withdrawing the support for security reasons. 

Once the change takes effect on May 25, 2018, PCs running Windows XP and Vista will no longer be 
able to update to the latest edition of iTunes. That means they will be unable to get security or feature 
updates for iTunes. 

Previous Purchases Can't Be Downloaded 
Perhaps more significantly, these users will no longer be able to purchase content from the iTunes store. 

They will also be unable to re-download previously purchased music, for example, if they lose the files on 
their computer. This is important as, unlike most digital music services, it's only possible to view the 
iTunes store catalog on a web browser: buying and downloading on a PC is only possible through the 
standalone iTunes software. (Source: arstechnica.com) 

https://arstechnica.com/gadgets/2018/02/apple-to-suspend-itunes-store-support-for-obsolete-first-gen-apple-tv/


The current version of iTunes will continue to run on XP and Vista, meaning users can continue playing 
back content they've already downloaded. 

XP Use Finally Near End 
The change will likely also affect Apple Music, a monthly or annual subscription service that allows 
streaming of music and downloads for offline listening. However, that also requires iTunes to be installed 
on a PC, which Apple says is necessary for copyright protection measured. 

While it took much longer than Microsoft hoped or expected, these older versions of Windows do appear 
to be on the wane these days. The company StatCounter estimates that 3.36 percent of people running 
Windows are still on XP while 0.74 percent are on Vista. One theory is that the holdouts are largely 
businesses that don't have particularly extensive computer needs and thus don't see the need to deal 
with the hassle of an upgrade. (Source: statcounter.com) 

What's Your Opinion? 
Is Apple right to make this move? Should it allow buyers to re-download content even if their PC is no 
longer supported? Should Apple make iTunes optional and let users make purchases through a website 
instead? 

 

 

 

Wish I'd Said That! 

I've been married to a communist and a fascist, and 

neither would take out the garbage. 

~ Zsa Zsa Gabor 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://gs.statcounter.com/os-version-market-share/windows/desktop/worldwide

